Evaluation Guide

5 Tips for Evaluating
AI-Driven Security Solutions
What to ask security vendors when they promote
their product’s AI capabilities

Artificial intelligence (AI) has become a security industry buzzword so broadly
applied as to become almost meaningless. Security decision makers may become
cynical, even toward the most exciting innovation shaping cybersecurity today, when
every product boasts AI capabilities.
It is important to understand the difference between AI and machine learning in the
context of cybersecurity when evaluating AI-based technologies:
• AI is a broad concept of machines being able to carry out tasks in a way that
humans consider intelligent.
• Machine learning is a more specific application of AI. It is based upon the
principle that machines can perform assigned tasks intelligently if they are
given access to data sets and allowed to learn for themselves. This process is
often referred to as “training”.
Here are five categories of questions you should ask security vendors when they
promote their product’s AI capabilities.

It is important to
discover the true
motivation for
including AI by
understanding
how each vendor’s
implementation
will improve your
overall security.

1. Why does your security product
include AI capabilities?
Vendors generally add capabilities to their solutions when they discover better ways
to protect systems or when responding to pressure to meet market demand. The
inclusion of AI is no different, so it’s important to understand the vendor’s motivation
behind incorporating AI into their technology.
• Why does the product use AI?
• Is AI a core component of your security product or a feature that was added to
an existing product?
• What new capabilities is the AI performing?
• How does including AI improve your product over similar, non-AI offerings?

2. How does your AI benefit my organization?
It is not unheard of for vendors to add capabilities into their product for marketing
reasons rather than for customer benefit. It is important to discover the true
motivation for including AI by understanding how each vendor’s implementation
will improve your overall security.
• How will your product’s AI specifically benefit my organization?
• Does your AI protect my employees without interfering with their productivity?
• Does your AI protect mobile, OEM, and IoT devices?
• How does the incorporation of AI impact the performance your product and its
use of enterprise and endpoint resources?
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3. How smart is your AI?
AI can be simple or complex. Simple AI is good at making decisions based on known
information, like picking chess moves given the current state of a chessboard. It
weighs existing data to determine an optimal result and can repeat this behavior
through multiple iterations. It has no memory of the past and no great ability to
anticipate the future.
Complex AI requires massive training data sets, a neural-net architecture, and
considerable time to train appropriately. It excels at pattern matching and predictive
tasks. Complex AI does not return quantitative answers (e.g. make chess move X),
but instead returns qualitative answers (e.g. 89% chance this object is the same
as other objects).
It’s important to understand what type of AI the security vendor is using so that you
have the right expectations of results. Likewise, the effectiveness of AI is improved
by the duration and depth of its training. This makes an AI trained for a decade on
a large dataset more effective than newer AI trained on the same data set for a
shorter period.
• Is your solution using simple or complex AI?

 omplex AI
C
requires massive
training data
sets, a neuralnet architecture,
and considerable
time to train
appropriately. It
excels at pattern
matching and
predictive tasks.

• How is your AI trained?
• How experienced are your AI models in both test and real-world environments?
• Is your AI capable of working within a Zero Trust architecture or addressing
threats in the MITRE ATT&CK framework?
• Can your AI detect changes in the environment and user behavior, and adjust
access and permissions accordingly?

4. How is the AI maintained?
The maintenance required to keep AI well-trained and relevant depends on how
the AI is being used. For instance, if the vendor is using AI to automate signature
creation for new threats, the AI is typically maintained by the vendor. This may not
actually benefit the organization as it may result in more vendor updates to the
endpoints. Alternatively, if the AI is trained in the cloud and then deployed to the
endpoints, an organization can benefit from consistent prevention with minimal
maintenance.
• Where does your AI reside? Is the AI running in your cloud or running locally on
the endpoint?
• How is the AI specifically used? Is the AI used to automate signature creation?
Is the AI used to make real-time decisions on threats?
• How much maintenance, including employee training and active attention, does
your AI solution require?
• How often is the AI retrained?
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5. Can you provide a demonstration
in our environment?
The true test of any security solution should be how well it performs for your
organization. Any company selling a security product should be happy to
demonstrate its performance within your infrastructure. Be wary of companies who
only offer internal test results and bold assurances. The levels of aggressiveness
used in testing environments can vary greatly from the needs of real-world
enterprises, leaving the end-user to make adjustments. This means internal
test results on endpoint protection may represent mathematical models with
incomplete training.

Training an
AI/ML Model

AI Math Model

• Does the AI provide levels of aggressiveness?
• What cloud dependencies does the AI rely upon to be effective? Can the AI be
as effective offline as it can be online?

Extract DNA of Files

• Can the AI prevent zero-day malware on the endpoint without connectivity to
the cloud?
• Can the AI prevent malware that its training set has never encountered?
• Has the AI been tested by a third party that confirms its ability to detect and/or
prevent malware that did not exist when the AI model was trained?
Visit BlackBerry®Spark Suites to learn more about AI-enabled security across all
endpoints.

Transform, Vectorize, and Train

Classify and Cluster
Good vs. Bad Binaries

Update AI Math Model
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